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Prime Minister Tony Abbott
& Premier’s Beattie to Palaszczuk
Treasury Meg Quinn, Gen. Manager
Fin. Sys. & Ser. Div./ATO solution
Why older persons superfund reform?
Potential ‘Whistleblowers’
Comm. of Taxation, Chris Jordan AO
Deputy Comm. Super, Alison Lendon
Prof. Pathè, Dr. Hudson-Jessop, Mum’s
Dr. Michelle Johnson 0754429144 &
Saunders, Boyle & Rigby (Case Officer) etc.

Qld Governor Paul de Jersey
expose 1a/ ATO fraudster
for
the 14 Judges that struck off
PHOENIX CO.
ex-QDPP Bar. Davida Williams.
LIQUIDATION
QPS Solicitor Kate Bradley
Qld Police Union for Prosecution
RACKET!
Financial Ombudsman Services
b/ CBA blackmail by Davida
Carla Busuttil, Cust. Exp. Manager
Williams
NAB plea-bargain
& Emma Barbour, Dispute Officer
for CBA Case No’s 50355,
come-on scam for a $20 p/hr QDPP Barrister.
Cf208750, 803040160 & 380929
c/ QDPP Min. Welford apologised & resigned.
EXHIBIT 2 is the handwritten
EXHIBIT 1 is a CBA proven ACCC style
d/
de
Jersey,
Chesterman,
&
McPherson
proof by Rob Wilson, the principal
fraudulent invoice knocked back for

scammer, when he failed to gain
this full $4.4m scam, he used his
backup shareholder home
mortgage loan scam to try and
steal my Mother’s home.

payment by both the CBA and the
developer Badja Pty Ltd who acted for the
HEHS superfund.
This invoice came
as part of a

nun-chucker
extortion demand
completely stuffed
up by both Det’s
Kidd & Heath. The
offence was to run a subdivision shareholder liquidation scam to gain a $4.4m
return by planned liquidation to become
creditors of our 22 block subdivision.

HOW

sat in silence & allowed
stand-off or stalemate scams for

organised crime to flourish.
e/ CRIMINALS WIN; WE LOSE
HEHS SUPERFUND PROFITS &
ATO LOSE ESTIMATED $460,311.

FIGHTS
CBA
FROM
THE
GRAVE
WITH
FAMILY
TRUST

2. a/ IN ANSWER TO THE ASIC PERTH QUESTION, TO THE ASIC BNE COVER-UP, WHO STOLE
YOUR MONEY? ABC REPORT:' GOOGLE:- PHOENIX CO. FOR ATO LAW REFORM'.
Most of the joint profit was lost by a key EHPA Sect. 32 sabotage/site flooding scam, causing a Phoenix
Co. style liquidation loss of productivity, efficiency and associated legal costs, e.g. also causing the
destruction of our Healthequip healthcare business. Therefore:- the VICTIMS REVENGE WAS TO SURVIVE by
(i) a CBA approved 22 block subdivision fire sale. (ii) To expose a multiple $10,000 model insurance
bypass to be paid as a commercial decision, to initiate this Crown correction via our multiple damages
reports, under the leadership of the QLS/Army Colonel Pat Shanahan's test case model. (iii) For the new
CBA Project Engineer John Koek's report in brief, in volunteering this QPS requested $1m budget, if
criminal charges are not laid (to expose this Phoenix Co. crime cartel) then as Koek reported “You could
go broke”. (iv) The then Lord Mayor Campbell Newman/town planning expert/former Army Captain and
Qld Premier didn't complete his billion dollar project to smash well organised crime on construction sites.
It is reported by the ABC and others, these scams cost the Crown billions each year. In honour of
Judge/Army Colonel Pat Shanahan's direction we must do the obvious and lay criminal charges to
smash these crime cartels. (v) It's up to you to do your duty and demand criminal charges must be laid for
this QLS ruled best case for law reform. Remember this is an R&D simulation model. Out of small
things big things grow. The AFP advised this was a QPS matter. The RAAF advised this is a Police
matter. The QPS/PESC Asst. Comm. Peter Martin's last excuse for closing this case was, quote “Due to
Police availability and time this case is closed”. The last QPS Psych report via Dr. Hudson-Jessop,
confirmed the above in her summary by stating “Shit Happens”. b/ To reveal the truth by law we must
use equal and opposite force, to destroy this low life filth. The crime was committed by the Head
Contractor Rob Wilson, in signing a construction site contract. We will prove Wilson believed he owned
our lives, thus creating martyrs for QLS/RSL style law reform. Put simply:- it's your duty!
3. a/ The criminals biggest nightmare is self help by crime prevention. Yes, it's a marketing problem for
superfunds with the obvious ATO loss. Hence the question, do you want more racketeering and
corruption? b/ Refer HEHS superfund loss:- Identified by Rob Wilson's written quote as above (Exhibit
2 in part) “For your retirement plan”. Please note; this was addressed to both my Mother, as proof of
the shareholder home mortgage loan scam and myself. Wilson believed our 22 block subdivision
contract was 'his' retirement plan, via his 'Phoenix Co'./'Site Solutions protection racket' scams.
These rackets were revealed by his first three Solicitors, but the site was all but finished as part of the
construction phase. Hence the fraudulent legal process, controlled by Davida was needed to gain
liquidation, so there was no point in sacking Rob Wilson. The new Project Engineer John Koek's direction
was to complete and record the details and to lay criminal charges against the crime cartel.
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Referred to by the CIB as natural justice or the holistic approach to prove guilt, when all the criminal
details had been collected. Yes, we were guided by engineers as our original Solicitor, Adam
Sambrook put it, quote “It's the Solicitors job to fix bank mistakes”. In law, known as the key pivotal
point, we have several that can be used to resolve this case. Starting from (i) the CBA confessed liability,
blamed and sacked their Loans/Relationship (to show kindness) Manager, James Pitman, and paid one
victim only ($25,000 for deed of compromise). This payment in no way compensated our loss to our
superfund victims, but I was advised by our then Solicitor Reg Kliedon to accept the payment. Kliedon's
motive and direction was:- “To gain proof of CBA liability as the first step by law to prove guilt”. As
Newman put it, as a civil engineer “To solve this case one step at a time”. To mean, as a standard
SAA, R&R, BCC site inspection procedure to follow engineering principles, to solve legal
problems. The Engineering House Brisbane arbitration model failed the test. Therefore, Ian Miller, both
a Barrister and engineer apologised, as like de Jersey, at the time he had no idea Davida Ellen Williams
was a known criminal, to both the CBA and NAB. The NAB legal team were totally disgusted with
Grahame Ledwidge, the Credit Manager for the CBA, in running Davida's blackmail scam. There is a lot
more to be discovered. (ii) Justice Ken MacKenzie's Supreme Court order of discovery, revealed the
Public Curator's office publication, also available free at your local Police Station, for crime prevention to
stop abuse of the elderly. The Phoenix Co./crime cartel failed to gain the profit to the 22 block subdivision,
to Wilson's shock and disbelief, as he believed we did not have enough time to sell the subdivision due to
his legal counsel arranged caveat scams. (iii) The caveat scams are designed to prevent the sale of our
subdivision, but the court agreed that we were the victims. Our Barrister Paul McQuade's findings that
Wilson had been paid all approved invoices by the CBA and that Wilson had no CIB/Fraud Squad or
Police Risk Management claims on our 22 block subdivision. So when we gutted the subdivision, no
profit was available to either the superfund beneficiaries or the ATO, with their estimated loss of
$460,311. If Grahame Ledwidge had been prevented from his ongoing mistakes, we would have sold our
subdivision at our discretion, without death threats, proven by Police arriving in force with 6 cars, with the
Sergeant's advice for security and guard dogs, due to the attack on the construction site using a 30t
excavator. (TBC) Then the ATO would have received the benefit in the area of $460,311 and the 8 CBA
victims whose contracts were never finalised, (due to Grahame Ledwidge's direction “To rip them up”)
would have made an estimated minimum of $125,000 as their superfund reward. Healthequip would still
be in business and as the Minister for Welfare, Terry White, our original sponsor will confirm, we would
have helped the AMA and Pharmacy Guild save countless lives.
4. a/ The following is my Dad, a WO1 in WWII, John Eric Bright's story and why the RSL, RAAF, ARMY and
NAVY gave my deceased Mother support. Dad reported he was in charge of the first squad to arrive at
Amberley Air Base in 1939 and they put up the first tent. The RAAF heeded the Nazi warning signals and
the first night WWII broke out Dad was in a Beaufort Bomber as his official role as a gunner, flying over
Moreton Bay looking for German submarines. (TBC) When Dad died 6 WO1's from Amberley arrived at
his funeral to send him off. Therefore, in response to recent newsletters, a security officer from the RAAF
rang me personally and gained discovery and he (i) personally apologised for the loss of my Mother and
(ii) discovered the detail to the pathetic response given by both the AFP and QPS to Mum's standover
and extortion claims for the past 15yrs. (iii) He strongly recommended that this is a matter that should be
resolved by the Police. b/ Just like the Treasury Dept., CBA, QPS and other senior 'whistleblowers', we
have now gained RAAF support to lay criminal charges and smash this Phoenix Co. liquidation crime
cartel. The good news is, this is in line with the RSL, who after the death of my Father, helped to regain
Mum's DVA gold card. There is no doubt in my mind that the RSL will act as one in our joint RAAF, ARMY
and NAVY family support, of all mothers and wives as Defence Force victims of crime. c/ So how do we
resolve these CBA multiple mistakes? Again, by law a mistake is not a crime, but Grahame Ledwidge's
ongoing list of mistakes to cover up the first mistake is the act of fraud. Then, as any forensic expert will
tell you, Grahame Ledwidge's life will continue to be a nightmare, until he finally admits the truth that Rob
Wilson, under corrupt legal advice, was able to take advantage of this CBA umbrella. Judge Shanahan
advised me this is the best case to prove “abandonment is fraud!” d/ This was proven by the Fraud
Squad's then Det. Sgt. Brett Heath, whose only interest in this case was that all copies of the bank loan
agreement had been destroyed. After I confirmed that Davida had destroyed our last copy, Heath stated
“If you do not have a copy of the bank loan agreement, you do not have a case”. As we have proved
before in a similar case, and Shanahan agreed, the money trail and the court transcripts will prove our
case. Davida's defence of the CBA was based on her confession for self greed, self gain, perjury,
extortion demands, standover tactics, the ignored bikie nun-chucker attack,
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the QDPP, CIB, Fraud Squad, 14 Judges cover up of Supreme Court ordered mediation and discovery
for the Court of Appeal answer, to Justice John Muir's question, in brief 'Why did we run this
Army/Colonel Pat Shanahan's QLS/defence force model $10,000 test case for law reform?' Look
at the obvious, Shanahan's heart was in this case, we acted as one! e/ Following standard procedure,
with the first Barrister in Qld. to confess to being a forger, fraudster and felon and the failure of the Court
of Appeal Judge John Muir to discover the cause, smart Supreme Court admin Justice John Byrne
warned me, that if I am not telling the truth I face a 5yr jail term. So I challenge anyone to prove our
www.all-fraud.net website detail is deliberately fraudulent. Please consider these reports were written
under the stress of multiple suicide attempts by my partner, a nurse, due to ongoing death threats. You
soon learn, as a victim you have very few friends, except for other victims who sleep with a baseball bat
next to their bed, waiting for the next attack. Obviously the QPS to reopen this case have to be sure of the
facts. Hence the importance to take note of the QPS forensic report, Prof./Dr. Michele Pathè's statement
to me, quote “You will not get justice”. Her explanation, they don't want you to win. The AFP have
abandoned this case, like our original three Barrister's Barlow, Sweeney and McQuade, based on an
obvious commercial decision. We were abandoned; despite the fact Barrister McQuade proved the
caveat scam was fraudulent. Therefore it appears my credibility to be used as a Crown witness will
ensure the success of this case. As the Public Prosecutor put it “We need hard headed business
people like you who never give up”.
5. a/ Working in a testing lab and later with R&D, I feel I must explain the need to support the ABC for the
need of freedom of the press, to educate and train you about the world of crime. Working as a prison
reform consultant, the need to understand my background and motivation in brief, why I volunteered
our superfund to protect your superfund. To solve a problem you need to know what the problem is.
Working in simulation, consider the Alcoholics Anonymous (AA) approach. I personally worked with the
Salvation Army. I learnt you need to confess you are an alcoholic, drug addict or compulsive gambler.
You cannot fix the problem unless you admit you have a problem. Hence Campbell Newman's
promised press release, where organised crime costs the Crown billions each year. How do you solve
being a CBA victim, when your first three Barristers' Barlow, Sweeney and McQuade's opinion is “You
will not beat the CBA”. No! That has never been our Healthequip approach. We planned to educate
and train the CBA management and staff how to give AAA+ customer service on the basis if you listen
and act on the customers' response, most times the customer will solve the problem for you. As Mum
said “As a 3rd generation CBA bank customer, you would think the bank could do much better
than this”. Consider, I worked as an AMA TGA style designer and buyer. Our role at Healthequip was to
first test the product to make sure you did not kill or harm the patient. Hence we support the ACCC Fair
Trading Act 100%. b/ As manufacturers or suppliers, if we stuffed up we replaced the product at no
charge. My credibility can be judged by four separate psych reports that came in support of my
upbringing. My Father preferred to be known as a parachute instructor. Dad reported during WWII the
British and ANZAC parachutists only jumped with one parachute. Hence the importance to drill your
team not to make mistakes. As a pilot, it's standard procedure to check all working parts and satisfy
yourself that the plane is safe to fly. As the RAAF did not supply a backup chute, the common cause of
death is called a roman candle, due to air turbulence as you leave the plane. A round chute can twist or
rotate. He watched with horror as parachutists were killed. Dad reported, the US parachutists were
decorated if they were forced to jump with one chute. We follow the US approach to have a backup chute.
Fortunately with R&D working on parachutes with a modern Kevlar cord Ramjet parachute, you fly like a
bird.
6. a/ Now focus on our psych reports to prove together we have the ability to succeed. As a 15yr old I
travelled to school on the train. One of my closest school mates was Barry Carlton, perhaps the tallest
boy in school. His Father was a huge man. You can understand why and how he became Qld Controller
st
General of prisons. He appeared to be a purist, he did not drink or smoke and with Barry's 21 birthday
party, it was held at the Canberra Hotel Bne., believed to be the only hotel in Bne. that does not serve
alcohol. b/ Barry would tell me on the way to school of stories of conflict in the prison system. The
depression, despair and frustration that caused prisoners to become repeat offenders and to become
what is known as institutionalised. They see the prison as their home. Hence the need to use the crime,
control, correction model to teach crime prevention.
7. a/ At age 15 to 16 it was a learning curve. I grew up with a family of shared accommodation, with Uncles in
the ARMY and Navy and Dad in the RAAF. As our school had no Navy or Air force cadets, my only option
was to join the Army cadets.
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I soon learned the basics of life. (i) To control your own life or to just follow orders. (ii) On the rifle range I
was told in the first year at school I was in the top 10%. I considered if I could hit the target I was headed
for the infantry. I realised if I could kill an opponent, the opponent could kill me. b/ Due to the principle of
association I had another mate nicknamed the Professor. He was always in trouble coming to school with
no hat or tie. His mind was elsewhere, he just loved to play chess. He became my chess teacher and then
opponent. What I learnt most was; to win you had to plan five moves ahead. To mean, you have to
outthink the criminal mind, as I did with this Phoenix liquidation racket. Being told of this racket, as far
back as 1999 by our legal team, I just follow orders to get this lowlife filth into prison, as a QLS/RSL test
case model.
8. a/ Where Newman failed, we have to do better, based on his part success. Referred to as bypassing
the racketeering and corruption and to gain the solution. At 18, I worked in a testing lab at Tennyson
Power Station. We tested the air, water and coal. We knew the obvious; despite trying soot arresters the
BCC should never have built a power station in a residential area, but wanted to keep the profit as a local
Government authority. Therefore the Qld Govt. created the start of the EPA, IPA, EHPA and shut down
Bulimba, Newfarm and Tennyson power stations and moved to our first major power station at
Gladstone. (TBC) b/ At 19, as I loved to dance, it was common to be the first on the floor. As a result I
received my first cowardly king hit, one of several attempts by thugs to beat me up. By 21, I'd had enough,
on this occasion I saw the attacker. I was warned that he was a Karate expert and he planned to beat me
up. When he came at me, I knew the importance to act in defence, I spun him around and threw him into
the wall and with one punch into the stomach he slid down the wall and did not get up. Yes it was over, but
more important; I learnt self respect, to defend myself from thugs and to stand up for my rights.
9. a/ General Patton was right, his quote “You cannot win by defence only (as in chess) you attack,
attack, attack (to hold on until help comes and report the criminals mistakes)”. Hence the CIB Snr. Sgt.
Leigh Gowrie's advice to solve Kidd's mistakes “Patience and time will solve this case”. In the belief if
you demonstrate leadership by telling the truth, help will come. b/ From that time on I have tried to stay
away from crowds, drunks and thugs who seem to have only one objective, to get into a fight. Yes! That is
why I live at Montville, to try and live in peace, but you cannot hide from the reality of life. The nun-chucker
th
attack on the 4 August 2000 was a wakeup call. Again, I realised the importance to act in defence. I
made a quick prayer 'Please let me live', I grabbed a large kitchen knife and went for the bikie thug's
throat. At first it seemed he thought I was a joke. I must have been twice his age. I guess he thought I was
an old fart and as I came at him, instead of looking to grab my wrist, to my amazement he just stood there,
poked his chest out and did not move. In a split second I had the knife dug into his adams apple, his eyes
bulged with shock and he went to move. I was hysterical, I was screaming at him, I had him and he knew
it. His backup was behind him standing in the doorway. This was no longer a joke.
10.The joke came with now Det. Insp. Trevor Kidd, who tried to cover up this $47,962.97 fraudulent extortion
demand, delivered by the bikie thug and given to Kidd as evidence; a copy supplied as Exhibit 1. Instead,
Kidd charged me with stealing an excavator bucket; he even explained that this was the solution. The
solution to what? To protect the criminals who provide the kickbacks and bribes? The reality is that
Wilson abandoned the bucket onsite (identified in court as Criminal Code S391) as he had no use for it.
At no time did Wilson ever pay for the 16 mths hire of our tip truck and excavator, but somehow believed
the abandoned 300mm bucket would cover the hiring cost. Kidd could have identified all of the details if
he had just taken the time to ask. So as Dr. Frank Walsh would say “Focus, why are we here?” Under
the Supreme Court mediation order, we have now identified with the aid of the ABC and a long list of
expert 'whistleblowers' from the CBA down, the Phoenix Co./ASIC/ATO fraud that will prove well
organised crime costs the Crown billions of dollars each year. All you have to do is to reopen this QPS
case.

Give me a smart team we can trust,
to lay criminal charges for treasury systems management style law reform.

TO ABANDON, LITIGATE, LIQUIDATE = ALL-FRAUD.
To

make

it

legal

Signed John Bright

CRIME PREVENTION IS THE SOLUTION

Ph: (07) 5478 5906
brights@live.com.au
www.all-fraud.net
1 Manley Drive
Montville Qld 4560

